
The Widget Factory 

 
It was a brumous autumn morning and we walked into an old 

soviet factory. It used to produce everything from submarine 

parts to non-functioning zippers and umbrellas. The reason for 

the production of the latter was to cover up the making of 

submarine parts from the public. It was abandoned for about 40 

years until 2006 when it was bought and later renovated. 

Nowadays it is called “The Widget Factory” and it serves as a 

rapidly developing artsy cultural complex. It houses offices, 

cafés, museums, a theatre, and book and clothing stores.  

Additionally, a biomarket and student-housing are to be opened 

soon.  What we found really cool was that in the courtyard there 

are holes, but they are not a building mistake, but actually 

designer puddles for children to play in. They are also turning 

the courtyard into the coolest meeting place in the area. 

They praised their sense of community amongst the workers there. It was powerful as even we 

felt it. As a cute surprise we met the cat of The Widget Factory, who the whole community 

feeds and loves. It even has its own Facebook page and every once in a while it comments 

under party pictures of members of the community.  
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Firstly our group got a tour around the complex. We saw different paintings, architecture, many 

enterprises and start-ups and more which was one of the most interesting parts of the trip. We 
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also saw the unrenovated part of the factory, which has been left untouched since the end of 

the soviet times. This part of the factory was very cold and dark however it was fascinating to 

see what the factory looked like untouched. As the last part of our tour we went to a historic 

Printing Museum. In there we were demonstrated an ancient method of making paper. We also 

briefly learned about the history of making paper and made different kinds of paper from a 

variety of raw materials, something many of us had never done before. Alexandru from our 

group even got to make his own paper from 

nettle fibers! Then we got an introduction 

to the history of printing. We found out that 

the cat of The Widget Factory, who we 

learned to love, has been named after the 

father of printing- Johannes Gutenberg. As 

the grand finale we got to experience using 

the Gutenberg printing method in order to 

make our very own notebook which was 

very enjoyable. We chose the colour of the 

ink, the letters, the paper and did everything 

on our own (under supervision). And oh 

boy, were all very pleased with the end product! We learned that notebooks and newspapers 

are always binded with slightly bigger paper than normal, because the edges need to be cut 

with a guillotine, so all the papers will be even. (We also did that on our own, which was 

awesome!) 
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